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Abstract: We investigate the feasibility of trans-rectal optical tomography
of the prostate using an endo-rectal near-infrared (NIR) applicator that is to
be integrated with a trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) probe. Integration with
TRUS ensures accurate endo-rectal positioning of the NIR applicator and
the utility of using TRUS spatial prior information to guide NIR image
reconstruction. The prostate NIR image reconstruction is challenging even
with the use of spatial prior owing to the anatomic complexity of the
imaging domain. A hierarchical reconstruction algorithm is developed that
implements cascaded initial-guesses for nested domains. This hierarchical
image reconstruction method is then applied to evaluating a number of NIR
applicator designs for integration with a sagittal TRUS transducer. A NIR
applicator configuration feasible for instrumentation development is
proposed that contains one linear array of optodes on each lateral side of the
sagittal TRUS transducer. The performance of this NIR applicator is
characterized for the recovery of single tumor mimicking lesion as well as
dual targets in the prostate. The results suggest a strong feasibility of transrectal prostate imaging by use of the endo-rectal NIR/US probe.
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1. Introduction
Prostate cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second leading cause
of cancer deaths in American men [1]. Prostate cancer screening is performed by
measurement of serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) [2], digital rectal examination (DRE),
and in many cases a combination of both tests [3]. The introduction of PSA test contributed to
substantially increased detection rate of organ-confined prostate cancer or considerable stage
migration [4]. However, PSA is not a specific indicator of prostate malignancy and posttreatment tumor recurrence, except after radical prostatectomy [5]. A clearly increased serum
PSA value (>20 ng/ml) may indicate the presence of a prostate carcinoma at a very high
probability [6]. In the gray zone between 4 and 10 ng/ml the tissue marker PSA is frequently
influenced by benign alterations, so that it is not possible, on the basis of the PSA value alone,
to differentiate between benign and malignant cases [6, 7]. DRE can often distinguish between
prostate cancer and non-cancerous conditions; it may also detect prostate cancers having
normal PSA levels. However, palpation during a DRE is subjective, insensitive, and more
than half of all prostate cancers detected are not palpable [3]. When the suspicion of prostate
cancer is raised by abnormal PSA and/or DRE, the diagnosis is made by biopsy. The
technique of trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) based trans-rectal prostate biopsy, carried out
with a semi-automatic coil spring device and an 18-gauge needle, is to date considered as the
gold standard [6].
Prostate neoplastic lesions may be identified on TRUS as being hypoechoic [8]. However
at most 60% neoplastic lesions appear hypoechoic on TRUS while most of the remaining
neoplastic lesions appear isoechoic [9]. The hypoechoic, cancer-suspicious areas may be
histologically either benign or malignant [9]. The lack of TRUS specificity thereby prompts
the practice of “systematic biopsy” of the prostate. The current trend is to use 10- to 12-core
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biopsy with a preference in the peripheral zone, where most neoplastic lesions are found, as
the initial biopsy strategy. It should be noted that the majority of biopsies are found to be
negative, and in men with persistent suspicion of prostate cancer after several negative
biopsies, more extensive protocols (>12 cores) up to saturation biopsy (24 cores) represent a
necessary diagnostic procedure [10]. However, despite years of research, the exact number of
biopsies to be taken is still largely unknown [11].
The need of having many biopsy-cores for systematic, yet random, tissue sampling of the
prostate may be alleviated if the acoustic contrast that TRUS relies on is augmented with
functional or “surrogate” markers of the prostate tumor such that the biopsy is directed to the
malignant lesions. A functional imaging modality augmenting TRUS is certainly more
desirable if it is non-ionizing and minimally-invasive as is TRUS. Optical tomography based
on near-infrared (NIR) light could emerge as such a modality.
Near-infrared measurements of attenuation through tissue have demonstrated significant
contrast gradients between blood and parenchymal tissue that is otherwise difficult to obtain
[12-17]. The alteration of vascularity or the hemoglobin content in the tumor provides high
intrinsic optical contrast between the tumor and benign tissues which has been welldemonstrated in breast cancer imaging [12-17]. When multi-spectral detection is engaged,
NIR imaging is also capable of directly quantifying the chromorphore concentrations
important for characterization of the malignancy [12-17]. In prostate, studies have shown
vascular density gradient in malignant versus benign tissue specimens [18], and different
water concentrations in cancerous and benign tissues in vitro [19]. Invasive NIR
measurements of prostate have been conducted for experimental prostate tumors [20] and
human prostate [21, 22]. Surface measurements of implanted prostate tumor have also been
reported [23, 24]. All these studies demonstrate the potential of using NIR to detect and
characterize prostate cancer. NIR diffuse optical measurement, performed interstitially, is also
becoming an important tool for monitoring photodynamic therapy in prostate [21, 22, 25].
Prostate NIR imaging via trans-urethral probing had been analyzed and tested [26]. Recently,
trans-rectal prostate NIR imaging has been investigated in simulation in the context of
assisting MRI for treatment decision [27].
To our knowledge, experimental work on trans-rectal NIR tomography has not been
performed except for our recent attempts [28, 29] which may be largely due to the challenge
of fabricating a suitable trans-rectal applicator. Optical tomography typically needs 10s of
channels of NIR optodes in order to achieve reasonable spatial resolution as a large tissue
volume is being interrogated. The NIR illumination can be delivered by small diameter fibers,
but the detection of weak scattered light is in favor of fibers of larger diameters and/or
suitably larger numerical apertures. Unlike in breast NIR tomography where there is minimum
spatial restriction for the optode configuration, trans-rectal applicator for NIR tomography has
to deploy many optodes in a very compact space. This restriction could become more
pronounced when trans-rectal NIR applicator is also to be combined with TRUS transducer.
Since the depth of tissue interrogation by diffuse NIR light is roughly one-half of the sourcedetector separation for typical scattering-dominant biological tissue, reaching targets
centimeters deep in prostate implies a NIR array of several centimeters in size. Such an NIR
array is feasible for trans-rectal application if the optodes are arranged longitudinally, which
should provide a sagittal-view in trans-rectal NIR imaging. The images obtained by transrectal NIR tomography alone would, however, be difficult to correlate with the anatomy.
Unlike in breast imaging where the NIR applicator could be accurately positioned, accurate
positioning of a trans-rectal NIR applicator with respect to the prostate is difficult which is
due to the “blind” location of the prostate, slow NIR image reconstruction, and lack of
anatomic details in NIR tomography images. It is thereby imperative to use a real-time
morphological imaging modality concurrently with trans-rectal NIR tomography to provide a
positioning guidance for NIR applicator in order to correlate the NIR tomography findings
with the prostate anatomy. The structural information of the prostate can further be utilized as
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the spatial prior [30] to improve the accuracy of NIR image reconstruction. Among the
prostate imaging techniques, TRUS is perhaps the best modality for trans-rectal NIR
tomography to combine owing to the operational similarity between these two modalities.
The diagnostic benefit of augmenting NIR contrast to US has been demonstrated in breast
cancer detection [31, 32]. The methodology of combining NIR & US can certainly be
extended from breast imaging to prostate imaging; nevertheless, the technique cannot be
extended from imaging the breast to imaging the prostate without an NIR/US applicator
suitable for trans-rectal manipulation. In this work, we demonstrate TRUS coupled transrectal optical tomography of the prostate. This work is reported in two consecutive papers.
The Part-I paper, based on simulation, investigates designs of NIR tomography applicator
suitable for integrating with a commercial TRUS transducer. A hierarchical NIR image
reconstruction algorithm is developed for utilizing the TRUS structural a priori information
which is then used to evaluate several NIR applicator configurations for integrating with a
TRUS transducer. The Part-II paper implements the probe design suggested in Part-I, presents
the instrumentation details of the TRUS coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography probe &
system, and demonstrates TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography of a canine prostate.
2. The geometry of trans-rectal NIR imaging and the utility of TRUS information
2.1 Configuration of sagittal trans-rectal NIR array for coupling with sagittal TRUS
The TRUS is typically performed in bi-plane (sagittal and transverse) for prostate imaging.
The sagittal and transverse views are switched during prostate imaging, but for biopsy
procedure, the firing of the spring-loaded needle is monitored in the sagittal plane wherein the
needle trajectory may be accurately marked. We have acquired a bi-plane TRUS probe (Aloka
UST-672-5/7.5) as is shown in Fig. 1(a), which has a proximal sagittal transducer window of
60mm×10mm and a distal transverse transducer window of 120°×10mm. The cylindrical
TRUS probe has a maximum diameter of 20mm. Integrating NIR applicator to a TRUS probe
implies that the dimension, particularly the radial one, of the NIR array is quite restricted. As
discussed earlier, longer source-detector separation is needed to interrogate deeper targets;
therefore the most feasible configuration of an NIR array may be through distributing a linear
array of optode on each lateral side of the sagittal TRUS transducer, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Taking into account the mechanical structure necessary to support the optodes, the combined

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of a bi-plane TRUS transducer. (b) Configuration of an NIR array
feasible for coupling with sagittal TRUS. (c) The NIR imaging geometry for the one depicted
in (b). (d) Illustration of a trans-rectal probe that integrates NIR and US synergistically.
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probe will likely have a radial size of at least a few millimeters larger than that of the original
TRUS probe. NIR tomography has to use multimode fibers to detect weak diffuse light, and
these multimode fibers must be delivered longitudinally before being side-fired. Bending the
fiber is not a viable solution here for side-firing unless the fibers are passed inside the TRUS
probe. The side-firing alternatively may however be realized by implementing micro-optical
components, but the compact space inside or surrounding the probe may not accommodate a
large number of such channels. A NIR array, which could couple with TRUS, may be
configured by fabricating 7 fiber channels on each lateral side of the TRUS to span 60mm
longitudinally as the TRUS does, and placing the optical channels 10mm apart. The NIR array
must leave the 10mm-wide sagittal TRUS transducer unblocked; therefore a 20mm spacing of
the NIR optodes from one lateral side to the other is perhaps needed. These considerations
lead to the NIR array geometry shown in Fig. 1(c) where 14 optodes are spaced 10mm
longitudinally and 20mm laterally. Fig. 1(d) illustrates an NIR/US probe if the sagittal NIR
array can be fabricated synergistically with the TRUS probe.
2.2 Forward and inverse methods for sagittal trans-rectal optical tomography
The prostate and peripheral tissues are scattering-dominant in NIR [19-22]. We use the
diffusion approximation to the radiative transport equation in frequency-domain [33]:
iω
(1)
∇ ⋅ D( r )∇U (r , ω ) − ( μ a + )U (r , ω ) = − S ( r , ω )
c

where U (r ,ω ) is the photon fluence rate at position r , S (r , ω ) is the source, ω is the
source modulation frequency, c is the speed of light in the medium, μ a is the absorption
coefficient, and D = [3( μ a + μ s' )]−1 is the diffusion coefficient with μ s' being the reduced or
transport scattering coefficient. Finite-element method [34] is used to solve Equ. (1) under the
Robin-type boundary condition [33]:
(2)
U ( r0 , ω ) + 2 DAnˆ 0 • ∇U ( r0 , ω ) = 0

where r0 is the boundary, n̂0 is the outward normal vector of the boundary and A is the
refractive index mismatch coefficient. The refractive indices used for air and tissue are 1 and
1.33 respectively, leading to A=2.82 as in [33].
The imaging volume is divided to 4 regions-of-interest (ROIs): the rectum wall, the periprostate tissue, the prostate, and the prostate tumor. The Jacobian (sensitivity) values are
calculated for each ROI rather than each node which has the form of:
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where I i j (i, j = 1,2,...,7) and φi j (i, j = 1,2,...,7) are the intensity and phase terms of

U (r ,ω ) , respectively. In Equ. 3, “rect”, “peri”, “pros”, and “lesi” denote “rectum wall”,
“peri-prostate tissue”, “prostate”, and “prostate lesion”, respectively.
The Levenberg-Marquart (LM) algorithm [35] governs the iterative recovery of the optical
properties by updating the ROI-specific values of μ a and μ s' according to

xk +1 = xk + α ⋅ [ J T ( xk ) J ( xk ) + λI ]−1 J T ( xk ) Δv ( xk )

(4)

where x is the array of parameters to be optimized, Δν is the forward projection error and λ
is a penalty or regularization term. A small damping factor α in the range of (0, 1) is
introduced in Equ. 4 to stabilize the convergence. It is shown that an empirically chosen α
could make the LM algorithm more reliable and computationally more efficient [36].
2.3 TRUS prior assisted finite-element mesh for trans-rectal NIR tomography reconstruction
The TRUS prostate images which are available in open sources [37] are used for the
simulation study. The TRUS image was first imported into a pre-processing software 3dsMAX [Autodesk Inc] (shown in Fig. 2(a)). The 3ds-MAX provides very flexible geometrydeforming functions, with which a basic 3-D geometry of the prostate can be outlined
manually. The finalized 3-D mesh of the prostate is then converted to COMSOL Multiphysics
[COMSOL AB] compatible format (shown in Fig. 2(b)) using MeshToSolid [Syncode Inc].
The prostate tumor is then mimicked using a spherical shape to allow for flexibility of
adjusting its size. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the rectum, periprostate tissue, prostate and the tumor are assigned with values as suggested by literature [27].
Figure 3 illustrates one example of the completed FEM-mesh for trans-rectal optical
tomography derived from a TRUS image, where x, y and z denoting the longitudinal, lateral
and the depth coordinates, respectively. A typical mesh used for this work contains
approximately 4000 nodes and 20000 linear tetrahedral elements.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) 3ds-MAX Interface, (b) Mesh-to-Solid Interface

The mesh in Fig. 3 corresponds to a volume of 80×80×80 mm3 and the ‘walnut’ shaped
prostate has a dimension of 50×50×30 mm3. The rectum wall is 4mm thick with a curvature
radius of 80 mm. The choice of the curvature radius is due to the fact that the NIR array added
to a TRUS probe may have a flat surface that would transform the rectum lumen to an
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elliptical shape. A larger radius also gives more flexibility in handling the posterior prostate
region within the mesh.
Although only the rectum wall is a physical boundary, treating the other 5 surfaces as
physical boundaries (Robin type, Equ. 2) should have negligible effect upon the results as the
lateral-medial and ventral-dorsal dimensions well exceed the potential path of photon
propagation for the NIR array given in Fig. 1(c). The modulation frequency ω of the source
in Equ. 1 is set at 100MHz, and 1% Gaussian noise is added to all forward calculations to
form the measurement data.

(a) Transverse View

(b) Sagittal View

(c) Coronal View

(d) Perspective View

Fig. 3. FEM mesh generated based on approaches in Fig. 2. [Unit: mm].

3. A hierarchical spatial prior approach for trans-rectal NIR tomography reconstruction
3.1 Sensitivity of the sagittal trans-rectal NIR array
The NIR array proposed in Fig. 1(c) has 7 source channels occupying one linear array and 7
detection channels occupying the other array. The sensitivity with respect to a perturbation of
a specific optical property is determined by the corresponding Jacobian values in Equ. 3.
Figure 4 plots the sensitivity specific to absorption, or ∂ ln I ij ∂μ , for a medium with optical
a

properties of μ a = 0.01mm −1 and μ s' = 1.0mm −1 , calculated by projecting the Jacobian values
along a line in the imaging volume. Figure 4(a) is the longitudinal sensitivity in the midsagittal plane for a line from (0, 40, 30) to (80, 40, 30), Fig. 4(b) is the lateral sensitivity in the
mid-transverse plan for a line from (40, 0, 30) to (40, 80, 30), and Fig. 4(c) is the depth
sensitivity in the mid-sagittal plane for a line from (40, 40, 15.1) (here 15.1 is the z
coordinate, but the actual depth from the rectum surface is 0mm owing to the curvature of the
rectum) to (40, 40, 80), respectively. The dimension or the locations of the source & detector
array is marked on the abscissa of all three plots. The TRUS sagittal plane is located at
y=40mm, which is the mid-sagittal plane within the NIR imaging volume.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Sensitivity profile. (a) Mid-sagittal plane, longitudinal sensitivity; (b) mid-transverse
plane, lateral sensitivity; (c) mid-saggital plane, depth sensitivity. The marks on abscissa or the
origin show the positions of optodes.

Figure 4 indicates that the longitudinal sensitivity has ~6dB variation in the middle 75%
range of the array, and the lateral sensitivity peaks at the mid-saggital plane. In the middle-
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sagittal plane the sensitivity degrades ~1dB/mm as z-coordinate increases from 20mm, which
is apparently due to the side-way placement of the NIR array. The depth-degrading sensitivity
will cause deeper targets to be reconstructed at a shallower position [28] if no spatial prior is
incorporated.
3.2 Trans-rectal NIR image reconstruction without a priori information
The performance of recovering tumor-mimicking target by trans-rectal NIR tomography
without any structural prior is examined. Figure 5 lists the results for the tumor target being
placed at left, middle, and right within the prostate. The top row in Fig. 5 lists the target
images of μ a and μ s' generated by the TRUS-defined geometry as shown in Fig. 3. The
optical properties of the 10mm diameter tumor target are μ a = 0.02mm −1 and μ s' = 1.6mm −1 ,
with the parameters of other regions as listed in Table 1. These target images are used to
generate the noise-added simulated measurement data. The image reconstruction is then
conducted using a mesh of homogenous element density throughout the entire volume and
updated element by element. The results are given in the bottom row of Fig. 5. As seen, the
tumor target may be localized, but the recovered resolution or spatial information is poor. The
accuracy of optical property recovery is also low. Further, it is found that a tumor target with
negative contrast in absorption cannot be accurately recovered using similar settings. It is
however expected that the detection and characterization of the tumor target will be improved
when the spatial information of prostate and the tumor is available.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. NIR-only element-based reconstruction of a tumor target in various longitudinal
locations. Row 1: target image for calculating the forward data; Row 2: Images reconstructed
without any spatial prior. (a): μ a images; (b): μ s' images. [Unit: mm-1]

3.3 A hierarchical spatial prior method for TRUS guided trans-rectal NIR reconstruction
The tissue volume interrogated by trans-rectal NIR imaging constitutes a nested-domain
including a thin layer of rectum wall, a large volume of peri-prostate tissue, a relatively
absorbing prostate, and the lesion within the prostate. These nested imaging domains may be
further complicated by the pelvic bone that could interfere with the light propagation.
Schweiger, et al. [38], Kolehmainen et al. [39-41], and Srinivasan et al. [42] have previously
investigated the issue of recovering the shapes and optical properties of regions with optical
contrast inside a non-nested or nested domains, where the shapes of the ROIs were derived
from optical information when no spatial prior is available from other complementary
imaging modalities. These methods have shown sufficient robustness in recovering the shapes
and optical properties of the ROIs, yet the problem of stability and/or slow convergence was
noticed in such approaches dealing with nested-domains. In trans-rectal NIR tomography
reconstruction the spatial information from TRUS may be implemented by assigning
homogenous optical properties within each ROIs of the imaging domain. However the
convergence and the accuracy of reconstruction will still depend upon the initial guess in
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addition to the accuracy of the prior information. The dependence on initial guess in a
gradient based solver is due to the local minimum feature [36], as indicated in Fig. 6, which
could be exaggerated in prostate imaging due to the possible multiple combinations of optical
properties in the nested-structures. The image reconstruction in trans-rectal optical
tomography is further complicated by the discrepancy regarding the optical contrast that the
prostate tumor could have, namely positive or negative [19-22, 27].

Fig. 6. Local-minimum issue in reconstruction. The forward calculation is based on Fig. 3(a)
with assumption of homogeneous imaging volume. The projection error is calculated by using
reduced scattering coefficient of the true value (0.008mm-1), and using an absorption
coefficient value from 0 to 0.15mm-1 at a step of 0.002mm-1, with respect to the forward data.
Other than the global minimum, three local minimums can be observed where the iteration can
stop incorrectly. This is the effect of varying only one parameter. More local minimums may
occur when reconstructing more parameters.

When the TRUS is available, a conventional method of utilizing the spatial information
would be the having the optical property of each ROI set as homogenous and updated
simultaneously at each iteration. However, we have found that this conventional approach
may not lead to reliable convergence for prostate imaging, which is attributed to the localminimum problem. One example is given in Table 1 for the NIR array shown in Fig. 1(c). The
prostate model is generated according to a previous work [27] (details of which are given later
in Fig. 8), and a target of 10mm diameter is located at (40, 50, 15) which is 15 mm from the
rectal surface. When the four ROIs including the rectum, the peri-prostate tissue, the prostate,
and the prostate tumor are updated simultaneously from the same initial guess of μ a
=0.01mm-1 and μ s' =1.0mm-1, the iteration stops after 1 update due to the negative μ a value
obtained for the rectum wall. The iteration fails to continue apparently due to the local
minimum issue.
Table 1. Results of simultaneously updating the 4 ROIs from the same initial guess

(mm-1)

(mm-1)
Regions

Surrounding
Tissue

Rectum
Wall

Prostate

Tumor

Surrounding
Tissue

Rectum
Wall

Prostate

Tumor

Set value
Simultaneous
Update

0.002
0.1216

0.01
-0.008

0.06
0.026

0.02
0.0215

0.8
1.1482

1
2.3602

1.27
0.6173

1.6
0.7073

The local minimum problem may be mitigated by a cascaded initial-guess approach or a
hierarchical spatial prior method. The principle of this method is to first reconstruct the global
optical properties of the entire volume, then to reconstruct the optical properties of prostate
and rectum wall, and last to reconstruct the tumor lesion area. The 2nd and 3rd steps use the
value obtained in the previous step as the initial guess of that specific ROI. Therefore at each
step, the perturbation by a relatively smaller region is less influential and convergence of the
iteration is better achieved. The detailed steps are shown in Fig. 7 and described in below:
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(a) The first iterations assign an entirely homogenous imaging volume. In this round the
initial projection error will be large and the convergence is most likely dominated by the
global minimum. A single set of μ a and μ s' are determined using LM algorithm (Equ. 4) and
will be used as the initial guess for the second step.
(b) The second iterations consider three regions, the rectum wall, peri-prostate tissue, and
prostate, within the imaging volume. The calculation of the optical properties of these three
ROIs start at the same initial guess as provided in step (a) but converges at different values.
(c) The values obtained from step (b) are used as the initial guess for the three ROIs but
with a tumor added to the prostate. The tumor and the prostate take the same initial values as
determined by the previous step. Each of the four ROIs (rectum wall, peri-prostate tissue,
prostate, and tumor) converge to different end value.
The change of the overall projection error for the three steps is plotted in Fig. 7(d), and
as evident, rapid and reliable convergence is observed. The hierarchy of the implementation of
initial values for iteration is illustrated alternatively in Fig. 7(e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 7. The 3-step hierarchical reconstruction method (a) Step 1—one ROI for the entire
volume; (b) step 2—three ROIs representing rectum wall, peri-prostate tissue, prostate; (c) step
3—four ROIs representing rectum wall, peri-prostate tissue, prostate, tumor; (d) change of the
overall projection error, where the dash lines separate the converging of the three steps in (a)—
(c); (e) block chart of the hierarchical initial guess assignment. [Unit in (a)---(c): mm-1]

3.4 Validation of the hierarchical spatial prior method
Recently Li et al. reported simulation results for trans-rectal optical tomography in the context
of using MRI anatomic information [27], which is referred to as “NIR/MRI” in the following
text. The proposed hierarchical spatial prior method is evaluated using the same probe
geometry, prostate geometry and the optical properties (also in Table 1) presented in the
NIR/MRI work. The size and depth of the tumor for simulation were not specified in the
NIR/MRI work, but a tumor with diameter of 10 mm and a depth of 15mm from the planar
probe surface is considerably close to the one presented in the NIR/MRI paper. The NIR/MRI
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work also indicated the challenge of reconstruction that may be due to the local minimum.
The authors set an arbitrary searching range for the optical properties ( μ a :0-0.1 mm −1 , μ s' :02 mm −1 ), and in 4 sets of the results, 3 of the tumor absorption value reached the limits and
were stopped from further iteration, whereas the 4th value converged at a value more than 2
folds of the set value.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. The FEM mesh generated by following the geometry in NIR/MRI paper: (a) the
geometry of the optodes, where the dash rectangle delineates the dimension of the NIR array
that will be evaluated later for integration with US; (b) the 3-d view of the optodes and the
imaging volume; (c) FEM containing the prostate and the tumor. [Unit: mm]

In the NIR/MRI work, a stand-alone trans-rectal NIR probe is simulated. The stand-alone
NIR probe could have contained more optode channels incorporated than a TRUS-coupled
NIR probe. In the NIR/MRI work, the best result is deducted for 10 sources and 28 detectors,
which is used to evaluate the hierarchical method. The NIR probe geometry and the imaging
domain of the NIR/MRI work are re-plotted in Fig. 8 for clarification and the hierarchical
method is also preformed in transverse-view as did the NIR/MRI work. A 1% noise is also
used in both methods assuring the consistency of measurement data.
Table 2. Reconstruction of a prostate tumor of negative contrast with respect to the prostate
(mm-1)

(mm-1)

Surrounding

Rectum

Tissue

Wall

Set value

0.002

0.01

0.06

NIR/MRI

0.0025

0.01

3-step

0.002

0.0099

Regions

Surrounding

Rectum

Tissue

Wall

0.02

0.8

1

0.0575

0.0448

0.8324

1

1.339

1.075

0.06

0.0208

0.8012

1.0028

1.2824

1.3495

Prostate

Tumor

Prostate

Tumor

1.27

1.6

Table 3. Reconstruction of a prostate tumor of positive contrast with respect to the prostate
(mm-1)

(mm-1)

Surrounding

Rectum

Tissue

Wall

Set value

0.002

0.01

0.006

3-step

0.0020

0.0100

0.0061

Regions

Prostate

Surrounding

Rectum

Tissue

Wall

0.02

0.8

0.0163

0.7998

Tumor

Prostate

Tumor

1

1.27

1.6

0.9997

1.2863

1.2434

Table 2 lists the results of the hierarchical method in comparison with those given in
NIR/MRI paper. The hierarchical method (listed as “3-step” in the table), as expected, slightly
outperforms the NIR/MRI method in terms of the accuracy of recovering optical properties.
The results of recovering a target of positive absorption contrast are listed in Table 3 using the
NIR/MRI probe geometry and our proposed 3-step method. The case of reconstructing a
target with positive absorption contrast is not presented in the NIR/MRI paper, therefore only
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the 3-step method is presented in Table 3 for comparison with the set values. In Table 3 the
absorption coefficient of prostate is set much lower than that in Table 2 but the tumor optical
properties are kept the same as those in Table 2. It is found that if the absorption of prostate in
Table 3 is kept the same as in Table 2, the positive absorption target can hardly be
reconstructed. The choice of lower prostate absorption is for testing our hierarchical method
and the values may be much lower than the values reported of prostate [19-22]. It is noted that
the reported values of prostate absorption coefficient vary in literatures where the
measurements were taken either from in vitro tissue or from in vivo tissue using invasive
methods. The absorption coefficient of intact or native prostate is in fact unknown, and is
likely to be lower than the values reported in literatures.
The reconstructed images for targets of both negative and positive contrasts are listed in
Fig. 9. These results demonstrate the capability of our hierarchical spatial prior method in
reconstructing prostate lesion with either negative or positive absorption contrast.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Reconstructed images for a target with absorption contrast: (a) negative contrast (b)
positive contrast. Top row: target setting; Bottom row: reconstructed image. [Unit: mm-1]

Fig. 10. NIR array designs. The dimension of the sagittal TRUS is shown in (a). The number
of the Fig. caption denotes the number of opdotes on each lateral side of the TRUS as is
depicted in (a). “sd” denotes one line of source and one line of detector; “ssdd” denotes two
lines of source and two lines of detector; “sdsd” denotes mixed source/detector in one line;
“sym” denotes symmetric distribution of the optodes with respect to the sagittal TRUS. [Unit:
mm]
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4. Assessment of NIR applicator designs for coupling NIR with TRUS
It is stated previously that an NIR array of dual-line geometry is feasible for concurrent transrectal NIR/US imaging considering the space limitation when coupling NIR with TRUS
transducer for endo-rectal application. Based on the fabrication constraints, we have also
suggested that each line array consist of 7 channels. The 7 channels could be exclusively
source or detector as shown in Fig. 10(a), or interspersed source/detector as in Fig. 10(b).
There are certainly a number of NIR geometries that can be coupled to TRUS sagittal
transducer if not-limited by difficulties in fabrication or endo-rectal use. Compared with the
geometry in Fig. 10(a), more channels could be added to each line-array as shown in Fig.
10(f), more lines can be added as shown in Fig. 10(c), or more lines and more channels added
as in Fig. 10(h). More options are also listed in Fig. 10.
The array in Fig. 10(a) is the most desirable in terms of the fabrication easiness and endorectal applicability. The designs in Fig. 10(a), (b), (f) and (g) correspond to an NIR probe with
a minimum lateral dimension of 20mm. The designs in Fig.10(c)-(e) and (h-j) correspond to
NIR probe with a minimum 40mm lateral dimension which is not suitable for endo-rectal use.
The geometries in Fig. 10(a)—(e) represent a 10mm spacing between the closest optodes, and
the geometries in Fig. 10(f)—(j) require a 5mm spacing between the closest optodes. The
smaller spacing in Fig. 10(f)—(j) will be challenging for fabrication considering the number
of fiber channels and the side-firing configuration if the probe is to be integrated to TRUS
probe unless the internal structural of the TRUS probe can be altered.
4.1 Sensitivity comparison
The sensitivities of all the 10 configurations of Fig. 10 are compared in Fig. 11. The mesh in
Fig. 3 with homogeneous optical properties ( μ a = 0.01mm −1 and μ s' = 1.0mm −1 ) is used for the
sensitivity calculation. The sensitivity in Fig. 10 is evaluated at the lines identical to those in
Fig. 4. Only the absorption sensitivity is evaluated.
The observations made from Fig. 11 are: (1) increasing the spatial dimension of sourcedetector array generally improves the sensitivity; (2) increasing the number of source-detector
pairs generally improves the sensitivity, as demonstrated previously [43]; (3) interspersed
source-detector layout may have slightly wider lateral sensitivity but is comparable to nondispersed source-detector layout for other imaging views; (4) the geometry of 26ssdd (the
upper thicker line) has the best sensitivity feature among the 10 geometries, therefore it can be
used as a standard to evaluate the simple geometry of 7sd (the lower thicker line).
4.2 Comparison between the 7sd design and the 26ssdd design
The 7sd design represents an array which is less challenging in fabrication and more practical
for endo-rectal use. The 26ssdd geometry is impractical for endo-rectal application, difficult
to fabricate, but has the best performance among the designs listed. It is shown in Fig. 11 that
the sensitivity of 7sd design is approximately 10dB lower than that of 26ssdd in the specified
longitudinal, lateral, and depth directions. Quantitative comparison of the performance is
conducted between these two geometries for representative target variations. The optical
properties listed in Table 2 (set values) are used for these comparisons.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11 Sensitivity comparison: (a) longitudinal direction, (b) lateral direction, (c) depth
direction. The upper thicker line corresponds to the configuration (h) in Fig. 10, and the lower
thicker line corresponds to the desired configuration (a) in Fig. 10.

4.2.1 Reconstruction accuracy versus target longitudinal location
A target of 10mm in diameter is placed at the middle-sagittal plane of y=40mm, z=26mm, and
varied in longitudinal coordinates from x=25 to 55mm with a step of 5mm (Fig. 12(a)). The
optical properties reconstructed by the two geometries are plotted versus the true values in
Fig. 12(b) and (c). The optical properties recovered by 26ssdd and 7sd designs are close to
each other at most of the longitudinal locations, but the 7sd design shows a larger variation in
the recovered absorption contrast at x=30mm and x=50mm compared to other positions. This
may be related to fewer source-detector pairs that contribute to the target detection when close
to the boundary or the existence of any irregular elements in the mesh.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Comparison of two geometries for a target varying in longitudinal location in the
middle-sagittal plane: (a) illustration of the target location change [Unit: mm-1]; (b) comparison
of absorption coefficient reconstruction; (c) comparison of reduced scattering coefficient
reconstruction

4.2.2 Reconstruction accuracy versus target depth
A target of 10mm in diameter is placed at the middle-sagittal plane at x=40mm, y=40mm, and
the depth is varied from z=25 to 40mm at a step of 2.5mm (the last data point is simulated at
z=39mm as at 40mm the target is out of the prostate) (Fig. 13(a)). The reconstructed optical
properties are plotted in Fig. 13(b) and (c). The 26ssdd configuration outperforms the 7sd one
again, however beyond z=30mm, both designs are incapable of recovering the absorption
coefficient of the target from the prostate background. This depth limitation is related to the
maximum span of the NIR array, the absorption coefficient of the prostate, and the size of the
target. For a larger target with a diameter of 14mm, it is verified that the target may be
resolved up to 36mm depth from the NIR array in comparison to 30mm for a target of 10mm
diameter. A potentially smaller absorption coefficient of intact prostate may also increase the
depth limit of target detection due to an increase in sensitivity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13. Comparison of two geometries for a target varying in depth in the middle-sagittal
plane: (a) illustration of the target location change [Unit: mm-1]; (b) comparison of absorption
coefficient reconstruction; (c) comparison of reduced scattering coefficient reconstruction

4.2.3 Reconstruction accuracy versus target size
A target is placed at middle-sagittal plane of x=40mm, y=40mm and z=26mm, and the
diameter is varied from 4mm to 14mm with a step of 1mm. The target diameter change is
illustrated in Fig. 14(a). The reconstructed optical properties are shown in Fig. 14(b) and (c).
It is clear that the larger the target, the better the accuracy of reconstruction. The 26ssdd can
recover the absorption contrast of the target when the diameter is greater than 6mm and the
7sd can recover the target for target diameter greater than 8mm.
These comparisons suggest that the 7sd design is inferior to the 26ssdd design, especially
for the reconstruction of absorption properties. However, the accuracy of reconstructing
scattering properties by the 7sd design is close to that of 26ssdd. Considering the challenges in
trans-rectal NIR probing for coupling with TRUS, it is fair to develop and test the
instrumentation with the 7sd design.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14. Comparison of two geometries for a target varying in size in the middle-sagittal plane:
(a) illustration of the target size change [Unit: mm-1]; (b) comparison of absorption coefficient
reconstruction; (c) comparison of reduced scattering coefficient reconstruction

4.3 Capability of recovering two targets by the 7sd design in sagittal plane
Capability of differentiating two targets is of particular relevance to prostate cancer imaging
owing to the existence of secondary or multifocal tumors [44-46]. The multiple lesions may
fall into the same TRUS field-of-view (FOV), or one falls outside the TRUS FOV. For the
former case, the US prior could be used to guide NIR reconstruction of both targets. For the
latter case, as NIR actually performs 3-D imaging it may interrogate the out-of-plane target
and help redirecting the US to that target. In this section, however, we investigate only the
former case of having two targets in the same sagittal plane. This requires implementing the
multi-target location information in the last step of the hierarchical spatial prior routine. The
following simulations are conducted with the 7sd probe design only.
4.3.1 Reconstruction of two targets located at the same depth in sagittal plane
Figure 15 shows two 10mm-diameter regions being added to the prostate, at coordinates (25,
40, 26) and (55, 40, 26), respectively. In Fig. 15(a) only one region has optical contrast, and in
Fig. 15(b) both regions have optical contrasts. In both cases the optical contrast can be
reconstructed with good accuracy, as is shown in Table 4. The

μa

of the target with true

optical contrast is reconstructed within ±20% of the set value and μ can be reconstructed
within ±23% of the set values. The target with no optical contrast is reconstructed with some
artifacts, nevertheless, the target with optical contrast can be easily differentiated from the one
without.
'
s

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Two suspicious regions at the same depth [Units: mm and mm-1]
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Table 4. Comparison of reconstructed optical properties (mm-1) in Fig. 15
(mm-1)
Fig.
(a)
(b)

Regions

Peri-prostate

Rectum

Prostate

Target 1

Target 2

Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

0.01
0.0101
0.01
0.01

0.06
0.0601
0.06
0.0597

0.06
0.0778
0.02
0.0207

0.02
0.0208
0.02
0.024

(mm-1)
Fig.
(a)
(b)

Regions

Peri-prostate

Rectum

Prostate

Target 1

Target 2

Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed

0.8
0.7995
0.8
0.8007

1.0
0.9935
1.0
0.9953

1.27
1.261
1.27
1.2343

1.27
1.2187
1.6
1.2302

1.6
1.3216
1.6
1.2837

4.3.2 Reconstruction of two targets located at different depth in sagittal plane
Two targets of 10mm diameter are added in the prostate at coordinates of (25, 40, 28) and (55,
40, 24), respectively. Figure 16 shows the reconstructed images for the case of both targets
having negative contrast and the reconstructed values are listed in Table 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16. Two targets at different depths: negative contrast cases [Unit: mm and mm-1]
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Table 5. Comparison of reconstructed optical properties (mm-1) in Fig. 16
(mm-1)

Fig.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Regions

Peri-prostate

Rectum

Prostate

Region 1

Region 2

Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.0101
0.01
0.01

0.06
0.0594
0.06
0.0597
0.06
0.0596

0.06
0.0674
0.02
0.0592
0.02
0.0402

0.02
0.0252
0.06
0.0607
0.02
0.0276

(mm-1)

Fig.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Regions

Peri-prostate

Rectum

Prostate

Region 1

Region 2

Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed

0.8
0.8009
0.8
0.8015
0.8
0.8015

1.0
0.9977
1.0
0.9931
1.0
0.9956

1.27
1.2538
1.27
1.2102
1.27
1.2177

1.27
1.2167
1.6
1.2179
1.6
1.2024

1.6
1.3286
1.27
1.2083
1.6
1.2962

When the target is at a depth of 24mm, the μ a and μ s' can be reconstructed within ±20%
and ±25% of the set values, respectively. However, a target at 28mm depth cannot be
reconstructed. This is due to the prostate’s high absorption coefficient of 0.06mm-1. When the
prostate absoption coefficient is reduced to 0.006mm-1 which will provide positive optical
contrast in the two target regions, both tartgets can be recovered as shown in Fig. 17 and
Table 6. The μ a of the target can be reconstructed within ±5% of the set value, while the μ s'
is still reconstructed within ±23% of the expected values.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 17. Two targets at different depths: positive contrast cases [Unit: mm and mm-1]
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Table 6. Comparison of reconstructed optical properties (mm-1) in Fig. 17
(mm-1)
Fig.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Regions

Peri-prostate

Rectum

Prostate

Region 1

Region 2

Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

0.01
0.0101
0.01
0.0101
0.01
0.0099

0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006

0.006
0.0083
0.02
0.0116
0.02
0.0208

0.02
0.0191
0.006
0.0058
0.02
0.0199

(mm-1)
Fig.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Regions

Peri-prostate

Rectum

Prostate

Region 1

Region 2

Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed
Set value
Reconstructed

0.8
0.7993
0.8
0.8008
0.8
0.8049

1.0
0.9934
1.0
0.993
1.0
0.9979

1.27
1.2637
1.27
1.259
1.27
1.2576

1.27
1.2689
1.6
1.2402
1.6
1.2538

1.6
1.6722
1.27
1.3586
1.6
1.424

5. Discussions
The scope of this work is to investigate the feasibility of trans-rectal NIR tomography of the
prostate in the context of concurrent imaging with sagittal TRUS using combined endo-rectal
NIR/US probe. Recently there have been considerable interests on trans-rectal NIR
tomography to augment existing imaging modalities which cannot be validated without the
development of an endo-rectal NIR applicator. With an endo-rectal applicator, trans-rectal
NIR tomography of the prostate can be performed stand-alone. However, without a position
correlation with a real-time anatomic imaging modality such as TRUS, the images obtained
by trans-rectal NIR would be difficult to interpret. Combining the NIR applicator with TRUS
is a viable solution for accurate positioning of the NIR probe which would further enable
using TRUS anatomy to guide the image reconstruction of trans-rectal NIR tomography. A
variety of designs of NIR array for coupling with TRUS are possible, however, the NIR probe
dimension and the number of NIR channels on the probe are quite limited.
The utilization of a hierarchical spatial prior is under the condition that the anatomic
information of the prostate tumor can be extracted explicitly from TRUS. The prostate
boundary can be well-delineated in TRUS, and so does a strongly hypo-echoic region
indicating a suspicious lesion. This is when the NIR imaging may help determine if the
suspicious lesion is malignant or benign based on optical contrasts [31]. However, since as
many as 40% of the tumors may be seen as iso-echoic on TRUS, the utility or accuracy of this
hierarchical imaging approach is hindered when TRUS images do not specify a suspicious
region, or when it is difficult to define the spatial extent of a suspicion region in TRUS. Under
these circumstances, the third step of the proposed hierarchical image reconstruction routine
may be performed by element-based reconstruction within the prostate instead of region-based
reconstruction for the prostate. Such approach is proven effective based on our initial
investigations, but the accuracy and robustness may be affected by the depth-dependent
sensitivity of the endo-rectal NIR probe and the relatively small number of source/detector
channels that may be engineered on the NIR probe. More dedicated investigations could be
conducted when the trans-rectal NIR/US approach is experimentally demonstrated. Prostate
trans-rectal optical imaging is a relatively new area, thus it is imperative to focus the initial
approach of trans-rectal NIR/US on characterizing lesions identifiable on TRUS.
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Characterizing lesions marginally suspicious to TRUS or iso-echoic on TRUS may become
less-challenging when the knowledge on trans-rectal NIR tomography of lesions most
suspicious on TRUS is available.
The simulations studies presented here are largely based on setting the absorption
properties of prostate at a high level of 0.06mm-1. This is significantly larger than that of
breast tissue, and it is this parameter that dominates the detection depth of trans-rectal NIR
tomography for the NIR array being discussed. Recent studies indicate that improved
measurement condition, such as suppressing the bleeding interference, may lead to a lower
absorption value of the prostate [22]. If the prostate is measured at its intact or native states by
modalities such as trans-rectal optical tomography, an even lower absorption coefficient of the
prostate may be obtained. A lower absorption coefficient will allow the same NIR array to
detect deeper targets. In fact, a TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography may not only help
characterize lesions suspicious to TRUS, but also help quantify the optical properties of intact
prostate that are unavailable so far.
6. Conclusions
The feasibility of imaging the prostate using a TRUS-coupled NIR applicator is investigated
by simulation. A hierarchical iteration algorithm is first developed in order to incorporate the
TRUS spatial prior more reliably into the trans-rectal NIR image reconstruction. This
hierarchical reconstruction method uses a cascaded initial-guess approach to mitigate the local
minimum problem common to NIR tomography reconstruction. It is shown that trans-rectal
optical tomography based on this method is reliable. This hierarchical reconstruction method
is then utilized to evaluate a number of designs of NIR applicator that may be integrated with
a sagittal TRUS transducer. A configuration of the endo-rectal NIR applicator is proposed,
that contains single line of optode on each lateral side of the sagittal TRUS transducer, with
20mm lateral separation between the two line arrays and 10 mm longitudinal spacing among
the total 7 channels on each line-array. The performance of this simple NIR array design is
evaluated for the imaging of single tumor target in prostate by comparing with a much more
complicated design that is impractical for endo-rectal application. The simple NIR array
design is also evaluated for imaging of two targets in the prostate. Results suggest that transrectal imaging of the prostate is feasible by coupling this simple NIR array with TRUS.
The following Part-II paper presents the instrumentation of a TRUS-coupled endo-rectal
NIR array and demonstrates trans-rectal optical tomography of the prostate by the combined
endo-rectal NIR/US applicator. The endo-rectal NIR array has incorporated the design
suggested by Fig. 10(a). Concurrent trans-rectal imaging is acquired in the same sagittal plane
by both US and NIR optical tomography. The real-time TRUS is used for accurate positioning
of the endo-rectal NIR applicator and for guiding NIR image reconstruction with the spatial a
priori information. Tests on phantoms and tissues using the combined trans-rectal NIR/US
imager demonstrate that optical contrast may be recovered by endo-rectal NIR imaging only
but with improved accuracy when the TRUS spatial prior is incorporated. Trans-rectal
imaging of a healthy canine prostate in situ administered with tissue contrast validates the
endo-rectal utility of the NIR/US probe as well as the hierarchical method for TRUS guided
trans-rectal NIR image reconstruction.
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